
The bank loan guarantee business works with financial institution partners to provide 

loan guarantees to individuals. In fiscal 2013, we achieved the medium-term business 

plan’s final year target of ¥1 trillion in bank loan guarantees, two years early. 

Our depth of expertise in applicant screening, built up in our installment credit 

business, has helped us establish a strong reputation among financial institution 

partners. Thanks to a wide range of products, such as card loans, car loans, housing 

renovation loans and other loans for specific purposes, as well as loans for non-

specific purposes, we are able to satisfy the needs of many different types of 

financial institutions. As a result, we now offer our products to a total of 554 financial 

institutions, including 83 banks and 344 shinkin banks and credit associations. 

Going forward, we plan to continue developing our bank loan guarantee business, together with our installment credit business and credit 

cards and direct cash loans business.

Product and service 
information

We have rearranged the 

information on our website to 

make it easier for customers to 

find what they want. Also, using 

the website frames, we have 

added colorful card designs and sales campaign banners to lift the 

color of the website. 

Corporate information

We have designed the corporate 

information site to illustrate 

the diversity of our operations 

as a comprehensive consumer 

finance company. Users can also 

easily access information about 

our investor relations and corporate activities. 

We have started revising our credit application forms to make it easier for a broad base of customers using credit to look over, 

understand and catch information and to complete the forms. We have sought to revise the designs from the perspective of customers 

by introducing universal design*1 concepts and by consulting with consumer monitors. Thanks to these efforts, on March 27, 2013, we 

became the first company in the credit card and consumer finance industry to be awarded Level 1 certification for application form 

design from the UCDA*2, an independent certification body. We have executed redesigning our application forms in sequence, starting 

with our shopping credit form in May 2013.

*1. Universal design
A design concept aimed at making buildings, products and information as accessible as possible to everyone, regardless of age, gender, physical ability, 
knowledge or experience. 

*2. UCDA (Universal Communication Design Association)
An independent body established to spread and promote universal design concepts in the field of information communication.

We have completely redesigned the Orico website to make it more convenient and easier for our customers to use. Product and service 

information has been separated from corporate information, and the site is also compatible with smartphones and tablet PCs, which are 

seeing a rapid increase in popularity. 
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